Protection of
Stormwater Pits
What is it?

WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?

Protect the stormwater system
from blocking with sediment
and building materials by placing
control measures around or
inside any stormwater pits on
and below the site. Stormwater
pit protection is an important
last resort sediment control
measure that should be used
in conjunction with other onsite practices.

Before starting site works:
Identify any stormwater pits and drains on and below the site. Plan the layout
of the work site so that any wash-down areas and tile or brick cutting areas are
not near them. Clearly mark all the stormwater pits and drains on the site plan
and choose appropriate methods that will protect them. Install these sediment
control measures before site work commences. Document them on your Soil
and Water Management Plan (if required) (see Fact Sheet 3) and ensure staff
are aware of its importance.
Note: the placement of sediment control measures on road reserves (i.e. off the
work site) will normally require approval from the owner of the road, i.e. council
or the Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources (DIER).

Why is it important?

There are a range of sediment control measures to protect stormwater pits
including, sediment fence traps, filter socks and stormwater pit traps. Those that
collect sediment above the stormwater pit are easier to clean but have low
storage capacity compared to controls that are installed inside the stormwater
pits. Place cones around controls in the gutters or on roads to prevent vehicles
damaging them.

Sediment generated from
erosion on building and
construction sites can be a
major source of pollution
to local waterways. Follow
the practices discussed in
this fact sheet and you will
control sediment run-off from
your site, meet your legal
requirements and help protect
our waterways.

Fact Sheet 15

Installing the control measures:

Sediment fence trap: these are sediment fences staked around the stormwater
pit to trap sediment. Fabric must be partially buried so that water and sediment
does not just flow underneath. The more space between the fence and the pit,
the more chance of sediment settling and the greater the capacity of the trap
(see Figure 15A).
Filter socks: are woven tubes filled with compost or bioremediation media that
separate sediment, hydrocarbons, nutrients and heavy metals from site runoff.
Filter socks are more effective than sandbags or geotextile sausages filled with
gravel. Filter socks are able to treat runoff at higher flow rates with significantly
less ponding.
Filter socks can be installed in the kerb and gutter below the work site, while longer
socks can be used as a barrier around the stormwater pit (see Figure 15B).
Stormwater pit traps: are baskets, trays, bags or screens placed just below the
entrance of the stormwater pit. They prevent sediment from entering the
stormwater system. Fine mesh or fabric filters should be used to capture
sediment (see Figure 15C).
Maintaining the control measures:
All sediment control measures should be inspected, especially after rainfall
events and cleaned regularly to maintain effectiveness and prevent bypass.
The built up material can be re-stockpiled and used on-site (if it is not
contaminated), or otherwise disposed to landfill.
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Figure 15B: A filter sock.

Remember:
Everyone working on building and
construction sites has a responsibility
to prevent pollution. If you do have
an accident and pollution occurs you
are required by law to notify the site
supervisor. If the site supervisor cannot
be contacted, workers should immediately
notify the local council so they can
work with you to minimise any harm
to the environment.
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Figure 15C: Stormwater pit trap.
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